Who am I?

- Silvia Pfeiffer
- Vquence Pty Ltd
- PhD in Computer Science from Germany
- Live in Sydney, Australia
- Annodex work since 2000
- Xiph activities since 2001
- W3C activities since 2007
- Mozilla contracts since 2008
What are my interests?

● Ogg and the Web
● Ogg and text
● Ogg and accessibility
● W3C and <video> accessibility
● W3C and media fragment URIs
● I am here to discuss mainly Ogg and HTML5 issues
<project>: Activities

- W3C Media Fragments: hyperlinking into and out of a/v
- W3C Media Accessibility: captions, subtitles, audio descriptions for <video> and <audio>
- Ogg implementations into Firefox
- Multitrack Ogg
- Standardisation into W3C recommendations
<project>: Challenges

- Media Fragments implementation and improvements, both # and ?
- Accessibility Format: SRT vs. DXFP
- Handle all text formats the same?
- How to include into HTML5? Contradictory proposals exist
- How to handle multitrack Ogg?
- Hoping to have some discussions & coding here